GenAn – DSL for describing web application GUI based on TextX meta-language
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Abstract—Increase in number of internet users in recent years conditioned reposition of work between client and server applications. Client applications had to become richer, aware of data model and states. Front-end developers now have to shape not only views but also states, transitions, communication with server side etc. Each of those requires mastering different formalism that can represent an additional burden for a developer. The main goal of this implementation is to provide a uniform and consistent manner of describing graphical user interface (GUI) for data-oriented web application on higher abstraction level. This paper presents the implementation of domain-specific language along with code generator developed for this language. GenAn DSL is implemented using TextX meta-language. This project aims to enable users to write simple, platform-independent, model-based application descriptions that include GUI specification. Considerable benefit of this approach is that it leads to significant decrease in the number of code lines necessary for application description, higher component reusability and faster development process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of year 2000th, the number of internet users has grown rapidly [1]. Users felt the necessity for web application rich with interactions and diverse components which required intensifying communication with servers. This trend imposed shifting part of processing, validations and business logic from server-side to client-side applications. The main goal was to diminish the load on server-side which became unable to handle such amount of traffic. Newly acquired complexity brought additional responsibility for developers who need to master different formalisms for describing different client-side application segments. Developers lack a consistent mechanism for application description on high abstraction level.

The goal of this paper was to address following problems:

- Minimizing number of lines of code. This could be solved by specifying model on higher abstraction level.
- Increase code/component reusability. User should be able to specify data model or GUI component once and reuse it later.
- Binding component representation with its type – each data type should have own GUI representation. Implementing this feature would provide necessary flexibility while maintaining language simple.
- For this implementation Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) approach was used. This approach suggests that development foundation should be model instead of code. Domain specific abstractions are used for formal modeling as their use leads to improvement in productivity, quality and ease of maintenance.
- Domain specific languages [2] offer increase in productivity and improvement in software quality with high-level abstractions strongly related to the applied domain can partially solve this problem.
- Code generator [3] is automated process that accesses models, extracts data and transforms it to code ready to be interpreted or compiled to executable code. Generated code is executable, complete, of production quality and does neither require additions nor adjustments. Meta-model (modeling language with its concepts, semantics and rules) controls the generation. Domain framework [3][4] sets the basis for interpreting software solution and architecture for future development. Among other, domain framework prevents duplication of generated code and enables integration with existing code.
- Arpeggio parser [5] is recursive, descending parser with backtracking and memorization (packrat parser). It was developed on the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad by a team headed by professor Igor Dejanovic. Arpeggio is available on GitHub under the MIT license. It supports grammar definition using PEG notation or Python programming language. Its primary goal is to provide ground for domain specific language development – more specifically infrastructure for TextX parsing.
- TextX [6] is a meta-language for domain specific language development based on Arpeggio parser. As Arpeggio, it was developed on the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. TextX was built to aid textual language development enabling custom language development as well as providing support for already existing language or particular data format.
- The source code of GenAn can be obtained at [8]. GenAn is available under the terms of MIT license.
- The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section II related work has been reviewed. Section III presents
GenAn DSL along with complementing code generator. Section IV contains case study. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, the number of commercial solution emerged in the field of DSLs and code generators for client-side application development. Most popular ones allow the user to quickly set the foundation for future work by using existing model.

One of the most widely spread solutions is JHipster [9]. JHipster is Yeoman[10] generator that targets modern web application generation by unifying robust Java stack with Spring Boot on the server-side with one of the popular JavaScript frameworks application on client-side. The accent is on interoperability and support of different database management systems and front-end frameworks. Generated application is optimized, complete and production-ready. Default generation manner is Yeoman style – as a set of console based questions. JDL (JHipster Domain Language[11]) – a DSL for defining the data model is provided to the advanced users. JDL offers decent support for data model description with a precise specification of implementation details. However, it is strongly connected to Java programming language which represents an issue for its wider use. Besides that, JDL does not support custom display on the data level.

Sifu[12] is software tool for fast web and mobile application development developed by DryTools studio from Novi Sad. It is based on Sifu specification language named Sifu DSL which is used for generating AngularJS client side and Java or Scala server side application. Sifu specification language is focused on user interface concepts such as page, form and view, while data model concepts are defined in server side definition.

WebDSL[13][14] is a tool for developing web application with rich data model. Generator for WebDSL was implemented using Stratego/XT[15], SDL[16] and Spoofax[17] language workbench and consists of few smaller sublanguages dedicated for different technical domains. WebDSL is a mature, complex language with great expressive possibilities. Due to its complexity, training time for new users could be a major issue. Some syntax constructions are based on Java language concepts which could be a possible problem as well.

Some implementation analyzed in this section, rely only on the model definition for generating entire client side application. Future adjustments and additions (especially in terms of user interface) must be performed in generated code. Other implementations offer low-level user interface specification but require longer user training time.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

Referent implementation consists of domain-specific language and web application generator. At the time of writing, MEAN stack application generation was supported.

TextX was used as a meta-language which made this language development significantly easier.

A. GenAn DSL

Meta-model – grammar determines GenAn DSL abstract syntax. It was developed by combining data model concepts with web application graphical user interface concepts.

The base rule in GenAn DSL grammar is a module. The module consists of concept definition. Basic language concepts are Object, View, Page, Menubar and Sidebar. These concepts could be divided into two major groups:
1. Concepts related to data model description (Object)
2. Concepts related to user interface description (View, Page, Menubar and Sidebar)

Here we will provide a short analysis of basic concepts in GenAn DSL:

Object is a base concept for the data model. Figure 2 shows definition from meta-model. It is defined using keyword object, followed by object name, metadata, properties and queries. Metadata contains data about GUI entity relationships with other entities.

View represent often used segment of user interface that could be composed of other views as sub-views. The main objective for the view concept is to allow designing typical views for future use. An important concept related to the view is selector. The selector is a reference to existing view or form, access to the data model based on properties, data access based on foreign key etc. A part of meta-model used to describe views and sub-view is given in Figure 3.
**Page** concept represents autonomous web application page and possesses the name, entity data, title, data about common GUI components, sub-views and their layout. Page definition is given in Figure 4.

**Form** is a GUI component dedicated to data manipulation. It is represented as regular HTML form with additions to support required technology. In addition, it contains data about the object for display and set of actions available to user. Form definition is given in Figure 5.

Menubar, sidebar and footer are common GUI components. Menubar and sidebar are displayed as references (hyperlinks). If the menu item leads to generated page, its name should be set with prefix "@" (for example @user_page). The page is referenced by URL by setting attribute ref (for example ref='http://google.com').

The **Menubar** is graphical control element. It contains sub-menus filled with actions that user can trigger or links to pages to which user can shift control. Menubar meta-model is given in Figure 6.

The **Sidebar** is graphical control element that displays various forms or information to the left or right side of application GUI. In business application, it often shows hyperlinks - shortcuts to frequently used operations. Sidebar definition is given in Figure 7.

**Footer** is GUI component position in the bottom of the page, beneath main content and often contains basic data about application such as the name of the company in charge of maintenance and development, current date, license etc. Figure 8. shows footer definition.

**B. Code generator**

Before code generation, syntax checks are performed. These checks are based on mechanisms supported by TextX known as object processors. Object processors allow concept specific checks for every meta-model concept.

GenAn code generator consists of two independent parts – client and server application generator that communicate over HTTP [19] protocol compliant to REST architectural style [20] which makes them independent and replaceable. The routes are generated automatically according to data entity (object) description from the model. At the moment, only CRUD and filter operations are supported.


GenAn code generator implements visitor design pattern. From the model, TextX generates Python class tree. Each element carries data about the manner it should be handled and translated to goal language. Visitor design pattern enables uniform tree walk and reduces the load on generator’s code by shifting control to particular meta-model classes. The generation process is supported by Jinja2 template engine.

The first step in the generation process is the instantiation of TextX interpreter. In this process, TextX built-in types are instantiated. Fixed built-in types save user’s time (the since user does not have to define them in every model) and reduce the number of code lines for model description. In GenAn DSL, built-in types are focused on predefined GUI components – views.

The installation process begins with domain framework instantiation. The framework represents a basis for AngularJS application with configuration files and often used components as a generic module for communication with the server, localization module, GUI layouting module, data transfer module, basic CSS and font files.

Object generation starts with foreign key and relationship name (it should be unique) check. Afterward, a model is transformed by adding a new (meta-)property that represents that relationship along with the view necessary for this relationship display on GUI. Generation process continues with query conversion to the format capable of being sent as HTTP GET method parameter. After that, infrastructure for communication with server-side is provided (AngularJS factory for CRUD and query operation in referent implementation).

Page generation begins with retrieving references to AngularJS factories for objects represented in that page.
After that, page controller is rendered using existing page template. Next step is sub-view layouting for the application GUI by default or specified view position. In this step, page footer, menubar and sidebar are inserted and rendered which may impact other views’ positions. The last step in this process is inserting page and sub-view routes in the application routes.

Form generation starts with rendering AngularJS controller component. Every supported operation from form description creates separate controller function. For each object property Bootstrap component enriched by AngularJS validation before being inserted to form view.

Server-side generation process starts with reading configuration files containing mapping data about GenAn types mapping to database types (MongoJS in this case). After that, all necessary node modules are installed. For every object Mongoose schema is created.

For every entity, a separate node route file with own Express router is created which makes every entity a module separate from the rest of the application. Formed route module extends main application routes. Every router’s methods is derived from HTTP methods (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE). Each of these methods is mapped to a callback function defined in route_callbacks directory. For each object, a separate file with callback function is formed. Supported functions are:

- **getAll.** Gets multiple instances of demanded object. Supports users’ queries from client-side and transforms them to database queries.
- **getById.** Finds demanded instance by the identifier.
- **Post.** Creates an instance from submitted data.
- **deleteById.** Removes the database instance by identifier if it exists.
- **putById.** Changes a database instance by the identifier with submitted instance.

Finally, a portion of the code had to be manually written to adjust generated code to users’ demands. The integration method was adapted to AngularJS framework. Different integration technique had to be used for every AngularJS segment. User defines new routes or changes generated ones by creating new routes with existing URL. To redefine a route user needs to set its name, URL, sub-view position, view URL and controller name. An example of redefined route is shown on Figure 9.

Extending AngularJS views with manually written code is fairly simple as it adds up to redefining route with new view.

Redefining AngularJS service and factories is performed by introducing new (user-defined) factories and services instead of generated ones. Generated components stay unchanged, which allows user to tailor existing components to his needs in one part of the application, while using them unchanged in the other.

Integration of manually written and generated code was the most complex for AngularJS controllers. User defines new controller and names it similarly as the generated with prefix “user” (for example `home.controller.js` and `user.home.controller.js`). The code generator firstly checks if the manually written controller exists and adds it to the routes. Generated controller is injected into the redefined to expose its methods for reuse and reimplementation. An example is given in Figure 10.

This section presents web application chosen to showcase solution’s possibilities.

Based on GenAn descriptions given in Figure 11. and Figure 10. application was generated.
Figure 11. GenAn description of user object and user_form page

For this application, one object for entity user was created with properties username (GenAn text type), e-mail (GenAn email type) and gender (GenAn combobox type). Also, a description for user_form_page was given. It represents a form for CRUD operations for one user.

Figure 12. GenAn description of home page

Home page is initial application page. It contains menubar, sidebar and footer (standard GUI components described in Figure 12). Home page consists of jumbo Welcome panel and two paragraphs. Generated GUI is given in Figures 13 and 14.

Figure 13. Generated form for user object

V. CONCLUSION

The primary goal of this paper was to present implementation of domain specific language GenAn and code generator for this language. GenAn aimed to provide an uniform and consistent manner of describing graphical user interface for data-oriented web application. Those applications, especially in business domain require very few designer decisions so design aspects should be described in a simple and effortless way. GenAn DSL is created for developers as domain experts and provides fast scaffolding with support for detailed GUI description. The generator is pluggable \cite{24} and allows user to integrate custom code generators to support other platforms. Server and client-side application are generated from the model but using different generators. That decision offered greater flexibility and freedom to end users to re-implement only one of two code generators. Generators are implemented according to existing standards, readable and efficient, with support for validation, localization and query definition.
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